
 
Monthly Mental Health Day of Prayer 

August 2022 – Pray for the Elderly 
We pray for the elderly, who represent the roots and memory of a people; may their experience and 
wisdom help young people to look towards the future with hope and responsibility. 

 

July 11, 2022 - Daily Moments 

WITH JESUS IN THE MORNING 

Thank the Lord for the elderly who passed the faith on to us. Pope Francis’ prayer intention this month is for the 
elderly and today is the monthly day of prayer for mental health. In today’s Gospel Christ teaches us “whoever 
does not take up his cross and follow after me is not worthy of me”.  Many people who are elderly carry heavy 
crosses of frailty and mental health challenges. Help me to remember that I am serving Jesus when I serve a 
person who has dementia. Ask Mary to be with you as you support the elderly who face mental health 
challenges. Our Father … 

WITH JESUS IN THE AFTERNOON 

Take a moment to draw your heart nearer to the Heart of Jesus Christ. Remember that we are on a mission of 
compassion. Christ wishes to make his compassion present in the world in and through us, his disciples.  The 
Way of the Heart includes supporting the elderly who are facing mental health challenges. Pope Francis asks to 
“pray for the conversion of hearts and for those affected by Alzheimer's, their families and those who care for 
them with love.”  

WITH JESUS IN THE NIGHT 

God is always present. Be still and experience the presence of God. Be thankful that even if there are moments 
when we do not remember God, God always remembers us. Forgive us when we may have forgotten to treat 
with dignity the elderly around us, who themselves are struggling with their ability to remember.  Ask God to 
help you remember the elderly who struggle with the mental health challenges of old age. Pray that God grant 
their caregivers strength and hope. What can you do tomorrow to accompany them? Hail Mary … 

 

SCHOOL OF PRAYER CARD 

Prayer for Mental Health Ministry in the Church 

We pray that mental health ministry becomes an integral ministry in the Church that is available in every 
Catholic parish and community. We pray for the elimination of the stigma and discrimination that people living 
with a mental illness encounter. 

Monthly day of prayer for Mental Health 

We pray that the elderly who struggle with frailty and mental health challenges will always be treated with 
respect and dignity.  



 

Pope Francis spoke about the importance of honoring the elderly and treating them with tenderness when he 
visited a center for elderly Alzheimer’s patients.   

“Perhaps some of them have lost their memory, but they are the symbol of the memory of a people; they are 
the roots of our homeland, of our humanity. They are the roots, and the young must go there to take the sap 
from the roots, to carry civilization onwards,” Pope Francis said. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA POST 

“We pray for the conversion of hearts and for those affected by Alzheimer's, their families and those who care 
for them with love,” Pope Francis  

 

BLOG 

Title: Praying for the Mental Health of the Elderly 

Press Summary: We need to accompany elders who are facing mental health challenges. Although their physical 
or mental health may decline, we need to see in them the beauty of Christ that never declines. 

As we and our loved ones age our bodies will decline.  In addition, many of us, or our loved ones, may 
experience declining mental health, from depression, anxiety, or other types of mental illnesses, and perhaps 
the onset of various types of dementia. Far too often elders who are frail and living with mental health 
challenges and dementia are discarded like pieces of furniture broken beyond repair. 

“To exclude the elderly is in a sense to deny the past.” Pope Saint John Paul II wrote these words over 20 years 
ago, and Pope Francis has warned us that to cast aside the elderly, “is a grave sin.”  

Rather than excluding or casting aside the elderly, we must welcome and invite them into our life.  Although 
their physical or mental health may decline, we need to see in them the beauty of Christ that never declines.  

Faith does not require a certain level of mental or physical health. A person’s value does not rest on what they 
can remember or do.  A person’s memory may fade, or even disappear, but God always remembers that 
everyone is made in His image and likeness.  

By praying for, with, and alongside our elders who are living with frailty, mental health challenges and dementia, 
we are helping them remember that they are loved and valued, even if those living with dementia may only 
remember it for the moments that we are with them. We become an instrument of God’s love.  Accompaniment 
brings hope to our elders and meaning to our own lives. 
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